
 

 

Welcome to our sixth edition of the Emulation Zone Newsletter.    In this issue we cover a 

variety of topics.   We shed light  into the Reverse Engineering process, provide an overview 

of the emulation technologies currently in development, and we share a DLA– Raytheon– 

SRI case study which illustrates how collaboration can avoid a costly redesign,  saving the 

Government a significant amount of money.    

 

SRI International, as the prime contractor for the  Defense Logistics Agency’s (DLA) Gener-

alized Emulation of Microcircuits (GEM) & Advanced Microcircuit Emulation (AME) Pro-

grams, provides technical solutions for microcircuit obsolescence.  Our mission is to Main-

tain and Consistently Develop Obsolete Microcircuit Manufacturing Capability for DLA and 

its DMSMS customer base to support U.S. Military Weapons Systems and Readiness.  The 

programs deliver a permanent solution to microcircuit obsolescence that can be utilized 
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The emulation of obsolete microcircuits can be hampered by the lack of technical documentation, in many cases the original manu-

facturer no longer exists, the Technical Data Package (TDP) is incomplete or was not purchased therefore original technical data is 

lost.  The only way to recreate the missing data is to reverse engineer the original microcircuit.  

  

The process starts with a thorough review of the detailed Government documents (Standard Military Drawing or slash sheet) or 

customer's component specification (Source Controlled Drawing) in addition to the original manufacturer's published data. The 

more information available will help to reduce overall development time and increase first pass success probability.  

 

A known good, working, original part is then electrically tested both functionally and every specified electrical parameter using so-

phisticated ATE (Automatic Test Equipment) and, when required, traditional instrumentation. Any ambiguities may require addi-

tional tests as specified by design engineer. The resulting measurements of this original device are reviewed relative to the specifi-

cation requirements and used as a baseline for the detailed  design of the emulation circuit.   

 

From time to time reverse engineering through optical imaging is used to clarify any questions the engineers may have about pack-

aging, or the die layout.  Figures 1, A-C, show optical images taken of a packaged part, de-capped part, and of the die itself.   Pic-

tures of the packaged parts allows designers to confirm any markings seen on the package against known vendor markings.  De-

capped images shows how the die is connected within the package and if for example, any wire bonds are used for additional 

grounding, or if any special packages were used to reduce ground bounce.    Close-up optical images of the die can reveal die and 

bond pad sizes, poly and metal widths, gate lengths, and power bussing topology.  All useful information to have when before im-
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implementing design on an existing Emulation technology. 

 

When little, or no, specification data is available it may be possible to extract the 

missing data through physical reverse engineering. However, for more complex de-

vices this becomes very time consuming and therefore not practical.  

 

The Emulation programs have in-house physical reverse engineering capabilities to 

recover design data directly from the silicon die itself. A combination of high-

resolution, full-chip optical and electron-beam imaging is used in conjunction with 

microcircuit delayering techniques to reconstruct the original CAD files and recover 

the missing design data. To ensure all the circuit connections, and therefore the 

complete functionality, is captured, sample ICs under investigation are sequentially 

imaged after the removal of each circuit layer. An overview of the 

process is shown in the Figure 2.   

 

Once the complete technical data is recovered a new microcircuit is designed. The 

new design is targeted to one of the Emulation program’s inventoried gate arrays 

that is best suited to duplicate the original circuit function and timing.  The new mi-

crocircuit is then manufactured in our in-house, Trusted wafer foundry. The assem-

bled parts are then individually tested over the full temperature and performance 

range. Screening of package integrity, life test reliability, and the full complement of 

reliability tests are performed in accordance with MIL-PRF-38535.  Only once all the 

testing is complete and the replacement microcircuit is verified to meet all require-

ments of the specification, it is then ready for delivery. 

Reverse Engineering Continued... 

 The R&D efforts under the DLA sponsored Advanced Microcircuit Emulation (AME) Program at SRI International aims to re-

establish a continuing manufacturing source for obsolete microcircuits.    The AME Program develops next generation emulation 

technologies.  Once the baseline capability is proven the AME program will also qualify the technology and transition it to the GEM 

program for production.    Through the years the AME program has developed solutions for SRAM memories, Advanced Emitter-

Coupled Logic (ECL), Advanced Schottky TTL (FAST) logic, high voltage UHD 

drivers, microprocessors and ASICs.      Below is a snapshot of development ef-

forts currently underway and a brief description of the objective.   Look for more 

articles highlighting new introductions in future newsletter editions. 

  

PROJECT GOALS:      

¨ 0.35 µm Technology:  3.3 V CMOS Technology.  Provide resupply for non-

procurable +3.3V supply digital devices; targeting ASICs and some FPGAs.   

¨ Analog Technology:   20 V BiCMOS Technology.  Provide resupply for non-

procurable 20V analog devices.   Establish base technology to develop additional 

analog functions defined in DLA’s AME roadmap. 

¨ FCT Technology:  5.0 V CMOS Technology.  Provide resupply for more than 

208 unique devices including no-source NSNs listed on DLA’s SMCR   

¨ FPGA Emulation Strategy:    Identify methods to recover/extract program-

ming information from non-procurable FPGAs and retarget to existing Emulation 

Technology.  

 ¨ DPRAM Technology:  5.0 V CMOS Technology.  Provide resupply for more 

than 425 Dual Port SRAM (DPRAM) unique devices and more than 100 FIFO 

memories. 

A SNAPSHSOT of AME DEVELOMENT EFFORTS UNDERWAY 

A CONTINUING SOURCE FOR THE FAST TTL LOGIC FAMILY NOW AVAILABLE 

The AME Program has recently completed and transferred a QML certified base array technology to the GEM Program, intend-

ed to address the diminishing supply of  TTL FAST, 54FXXX,  microcircuits.   This bipolar array is flexible enough to accommo-

date most functions and package types and will enable resupply for more than 250 unique no-source devices listed on DLA’s 

SMCR (standard microcircuit cross reference) .     The GEM Program can now accept production orders and deliver parts on 

demand.    Contact us to see how we may help you. 
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COLLABORATION + GEM = SUCCESS! 

A Raytheon Case Study for Aegis 

Background 

Raytheon faced a DMSMS challenge involving a legacy microcircuit used on 

the Aegis Weapon System.   This microcircuit, a SG5470 dual peripheral 

driver, was initially manufactured by Silicon General, who was acquired by 

Linfinity, and subsequently by Microsemi.   Microsemi discontinued the 

part in 2006.   Fortunately, Raytheon was able to satisfy program demand 

requirements through the years by using residual inventory available 

through Aftermarket suppliers.    Eventually the Aegis demand outstripped 

supply.    With commercial stock options now depleted, Raytheon turned 

to DLA’s GEM program for help.  

 

The Proposal Process 

All proposal requests start with a technical review of the microcircuit 

specification, i.e., a standard military drawing, slash sheet, source control 

drawing (SCD), etc.    Raytheon submitted an SCD and request for quote to SRI.   The SRI technical team reviewed the spec and 

GEM technologies for compatibility.    The GEM program maintains several gate arrays (or base arrays) that have been developed 

to address a variety of microcircuit applications.  This particular microcircuit driver had an unusual combination of +5V TTL logic, 

but also included high power transistors with high voltage requirements.      One base array example is a 1.5 µm BiCMOS array 

which has output drivers capable of 100 V breakdown voltages (Figure 1).  This was the best 

candidate to target for design. 

    

After a thorough review of the SCD it was determined that every electrical & mechanical 

parameter could be met with two exceptions:   1) maximum output storage delay needed 

to increase, and 2) an electrical substrate interconnect modification to target emulation 

technology was needed.   Engineers from Raytheon and SRI held several teleconferences to 

discuss performance requirements and device applications.    Raytheon determined that 

these changes would most likely not be an issue for the intended applications but opted to 

complete insertion testing to verify this.    

 

Having agreement on the specification waiver, the bid was sent to DLA for funding consid-

eration and price approval.   Typically, if DLA finds that the obsolete microcircuit is used in 

multiple weapons systems, or that there would be benefits to the GEM program, they will 

often fund the development of the GEM circuit.   This was the case here.    GEM went un-

der contract to supply prototypes of the design for insertion testing with the GEM program 

picking up all of the non-recurring engineering costs (NRE) .    

 

Prototypes and Insertion Tests 

This device specification was unique in that not only was full QML group testing 

required,  but each part had to undergo a lamp driver test on all packaged parts.    

Specific design test boards needed to be developed as part of the required screen-

ing process.    Figure 2 shows a picture of the test circuit used.    It was built to 

Raytheon’s specification and Raytheon provided some of the parts to complete the 

build.   Ten prototypes were delivered to Raytheon to complete insertion testing.    

Over a two-month period Raytheon tested the prototypes in six different applica-

tions, each passed with flying colors. 

 

Major Redesign Averted 

Following the successful insertion testing, SRI received a purchase order to deliver production units.   These were delivered two 

months a head of schedule.    Year to date, over 2000 units have been delivered.   As a result of the synergy between Raytheon, 

DLA, and SRI, a support contract was able to be fulfilled for the Navy without a costly redesign.    The Emulation program provides 

the Aegis Weapons Systems with an inexhaustible supply of driver units that can support the program well into the future.     

 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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CONTACT US  
Visit the Emulation program at www.gemes.com, or contact us at geminfo@sri.com.    A complete GEM 

parts list is available at our website.    Also, you can download previous newsletter editions at this site.   

Remember, GEM devices are NEVER discontinued!  

 
     Stay Connected- follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Google+  

RECENTLY ATTENDED SHOWS 

 UPCOMING TRADESHOWS 

Visit us at the Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages Conference (DMSMS) show, Booth  #925 at the Mu-

sic City Center, Nashville, TN,    We will be presenting two papers at the show:    

      1) Microcircuit Obsolescence Solutions in the Advanced Microcircuit Emulation (AME) Program,  9:00 am, Wednesday, 12/5, 

          by Milton Diaz, AME PM  

      2) Implementing a Proactive Solution for Microcircuit Obsolescence through GEM, 11:00 am, Wednesday, 12/5,  

          by Jennifer Willette, New Business Development Director 

 

Hope to see you there! 

 

On August14th—16th we attended the Tinker and the Primes conference held at 

the Reed Conference Center in Midwest City, Oklahoma.  This is a national aero-

space and defense event that is held in collaboration with Tinker Air Force Base, 

Government Agencies, and Prime Contractors and Suppliers.  The show provides a 

great opportunity to receive industry updates, meet with our air Force base cus-

tomers, and develop new clients. 

 

On September 10th—13th, we attended the F-16 & Proven Aircraft Technical Co-

ordination Group (TCG) worldwide review held in Ogden, Utah.  This conference 

offers a forum for our  Partner Nations flying F-16, F-5, F-4, T-38, and A/T-37 

planes to meet with USG Engineers, Equipment specialist, and vendors supporting 

these platforms. 

 

Thanks  to all who stopped by our booth! 
Eldon Angle,  Tinker AFB 

The GEM Parts List Has Been Updated 

 

We have recently added nearly four hundred new part numbers to the 

GEM parts list.    By visiting our web site at www.gemes.com, you can 

either download the entire GEM parts list  or do a part number search 

for your specific part.   There are now 26,064 part numbers listed.   

These are categorized as either “Emulation Available”, or “Emulation Ca-

pable”.  Emulation available means that the GEM program has qualified 

and demonstrated the ability to supply the listed part number.   The  

“Emulation Capable” status means that we have emulated a similar part, 

or based on the general function and technology of the part, the GEM 

program technology is highly likely support development and delivery of a 

part compliant to the listed part number.   The procurement specification 

would need to be reviewed to verify that it does not contain additional or 

unique requirements that would prevent successful Emulation.   If you do 

not see your part number listed, no problem.  Just contact us at gem-

info@sri.com and we would be happy to review your part to see if it is 

an Emulation candidate. 

http://www.gemes.com/parts/download/
https://gemes.com/

